Week 2
Chandler
Jewish
Playgroup
Sept 4th -7th

Apples, Apples, and More Apples!

Dip the Apple, In the Honey!
Make a Brocha Loud & Clear!

We’ll be sending home
a letter each week,
For you to look at and
take a peak.
Where you keep it is up to you,
So that your child can review!

This was a great week at Chandler Jewish Playgroup! We
started learning all about the upcoming holiday of Rosh
Hashana. One of the best parts of the holiday is that we
eat apples and honey! We got to eat some honey to see
what it tasted like. Max thought it would taste “like
cereal” while Chaya was expecting it to taste “like
chocolate”! In the end we really loved how sweet it waswe are sure that if we keep eating honey throughout the
holidays we will definitely have a sweet year! We
measured ourselves with apples to see how tall we are.
Chaya is the tallest- 16 apples tall,
while Maliya and Toby are
15 and 14 apples tall. To
measure each other we
made a pattern out of the
green and red apples, each
time making a different
pattern!
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Tot Shabbat!

It was a really fun game and we learned so many different math skills too!
It is perfect that we learned all about apples because we started learning the letters of the
alphabet this week- starting with A! A is for apples, airplanes, ants, and acorns- we loved
walking along the A that is taped to the floor. Maliya taught us how to pivot when we get
to the point of the A- thanks Maliya! We also learned about the letter Alef, which makes
the same sounds as A!
Looking forward to another great week
next week as we continue getting ready
for Rosh Hashana!
Have a great weekend!
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